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Dear Eileen Sullivan -I would like to receive any information the ARRB distributes over the internet by email, at 

my address in this post. If I have to do something further about that, please inform me! * * *After reading an 

ARRB release on the jfk/lancer web page, I also wanted to ask for a clarification:Have ALL the Warren 

Commission documents now been released? The release seems to say so. Jim Garrison, in 'On the Trail of the 

Assassins," mentions thefollowing Warren Commission documents, classified "secret" by theCommission. I 

was curious if any -- or all -- of them had ever been released.All the below classified "secret" on the grounds of 

national security,according to JG:CD 212 - relating to Ruth PaineCD 218 - relating to Michael PaineCD 258 - 

relating to Michael PaineCD 508 - relating to Michael Paine's sister•CD 600 through CD 629, regarding 

relatives of Michael Paine.And, Income Tax returns of Ruth and Michael Paine (classified 'secret'Garrison 

says)Files relating to Oswald:CD 321 - Chronology of Oswald in USSR (Secret)CD 347 - Activity of Oswald in 

Mexico City (Secret)CD 384 - Activity of Oswald in Mexico CityCD 528 - re: Allegation Oswald interviewed by 

CIA in Mexico CityCD 631 - re: CIA dissemination of information on OswaldCD 674 - Info given to the Secret 

Service but not yet to the WarrenCommission (Secret)CD 692 - Reproduction of CIA official dossier on 

OswaldCD 698 - Reports of travel and activities of Oswald & MarinaCD 871 - Photos of Oswald in Russia 

(Secret)CD 931 - Oswald's access to information about the U-2 (Secret)CD 1216 - Memo from Helms entitled 

"Lee Harvey Oswald" (Secret)•CD 1222 - Statements by George de Mohrenschildt re: assassination(Secret)CD 

1273 - Memo from Helms re: apparent inconsistencies in infoprovidedby CIA (Secret)I'm asking for assistance 

here because I don't want to bombard theARRB with requests for documents already released.In Jim 

Garrison's honor, it seems appropriate to keep asking thequestions he's raised, and looking for the evidence 

he wanted. He hada pretty good nose for an evidence trail --Thank you for any assistance,Garb Leon 

garb@ix.netcom.com
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